PREMIUM, REDEFINED.

PAC Breeding. The only pelargonium genetics you’ll ever want or need. This is the legendary lineup, designed for grower ease, superior consumer performance and a full line of brilliant colors to choose from. An uncompromising combination of premium genetics paired with reliable, quality cuttings from our world-wide network of producers.
**PAC Private Stock** located in Kenya, Africa is available to all North American growers for premium, unrooted cuttings of our p.a.c. geranium varieties. This site is managed by our own production teams for our young plant production in Europe. The quality and reliability is second to none and can be ordered through the North American broker network.

**Vivero Internacional** located just south of Mexico City, Mexico has been the single largest producer of geraniums for the North American market. Beginning in 1990, Vivero has produced more than 1.5 billion geranium cuttings as private stock for the industry’s top breeding companies. We are proud to have them as a primary unrooted cutting producer of our geranium genetics, available through the broker network in North America.

In addition to geranium varieties, **PAC Private Stock** is available on a full assortment of bedding plants from PAC, Westflowers and other leading breeding companies from our managed site in Israel and Kenya. The cutting quality is the best in the industry and all stock plants are started from elite certified tissue culture from our own lab in Dresden, Germany.
Zonal Geranium

The perfect finisher for any 6-inch program ... PGR-free. The Elanos series have a medium-vigorous growth habit that offers maximum versatility for growers. In 4-inch production, plants will require a moderate growth regulator, but in 6-inch sizes and up can be grown with a natural size and habit. The compact nature of the plant allows them to mingle well in color bowls, mixed container plantings and hanging baskets. The structure of the plant remains neat and tidy at retail. Garden and landscape performance of Elanos is superb with large, full umbels with bright clean colors that really stand out. The strong, bright foliage stands up well with the traditional zoning pattern across the leaf.

- ELANOS® Compact Orange
- ELANOS® Compact Pink with Silver Leaf
- ELANOS® Compact Rose Picotee
- ELANOS® Compact Salmon
- ELANOS® Compact Scarlet Red
- ELANOS® Compact Shocking Orange
- ELANOS® Compact Shocking Pink
- ELANOS® Compact Shocking Violet
- ELANOS® Compact White
- ELANOS® Standard Bordeaux
- ELANOS® Standard Bright Red
- ELANOS® Standard Cherry
- ELANOS® Standard Deep Pink
- ELANOS® Standard Deep Red
- ELANOS® Standard Iceberg
- ELANOS® Standard Lilac with Eye
- ELANOS® Standard Mosaic Pink
- ELANOS® Standard Mosaic Red
- ELANOS® Standard Pastel Orange
- ELANOS® Standard Rose
- ELANOS® Standard Salmon Chic
- ELANOS® XL Blue Wonder
- ELANOS® XL Cherry Red
- ELANOS® XL Rose Pink
- ELANOS® XL Violet

Produced in PAC Private Stock, Kenya
Produced at Vivero Internacional, Mexico
**pac® DARKO®**

Zonal Geranium

Darko geraniums are distinctively different with their intense dark green foliage that really sets off the color of the bloom. Darko Geraniums pair up very well with the Elanos series in size, crop culture and timing. The well-structured, compact plants are a perfect fit for any 4 or 6-inch program and mix well in larger containers. At retail, consumers are often attracted to this new dark-leaf form, associating the dark foliage color to overall plant health.

- DARKO® Compact Neon Purple
- DARKO® Compact Velvet Red
- DARKO® Standard Cherry
- DARKO® Standard Deep Red
- DARKO® Standard Lavender with Eye
- DARKO® Standard Pink
- DARKO® Standard Salmon
- DARKO® Standard Scarlet Improved
- DARKO® Standard Spanish Wine Burgundy
- DARKO® Standard White

**pac® FLOWER FAIRY®**

Zonal Geranium

This lineup of medium vigor varieties is outstanding for patio containers and landscape plantings. The large, full plants are very showy in the garden with giant, vibrantly colored blooms with dark centers. Plants are tolerant to the summer’s heat and will perform wonderfully for the consumer all season long.

- FLOWER FAIRY® Rose
- FLOWER FAIRY® Berry
- FLOWER FAIRY® Velvet
- FLOWER FAIRY® White Splash

**pac® FIREWORKS COLLECTION**

Zonal Geranium

The Fireworks Collection is a series of zonal geraniums with single star-shaped flowers. The very unique flowers draw attention of the consumer as a novelty item. They are easy to produce and have excellent success in the garden.

- FIREWORKS COLLECTION Bicolor
- FIREWORKS COLLECTION Pink
- FIREWORKS COLLECTION Red-White
- FIREWORKS COLLECTION Scarlet
- FIREWORKS COLLECTION White
pac® LITTLE LADY®
Miniature Zonal Geranium
A true miniature! The Little Lady series will make quite the novelty in the garden center, supermarket or florist shop as a Valentine's or Mother's Day item. Plants can be finished in containers as small as 2 or 3-inches. Mid-winter crops for Valentine's Day will require supplemental lighting for flowering. Flower umbels are well shaped and plants branch nicely to fill the containers. If placed in larger containers, plants will continue to grow in size, but keep the miniature effect in the foliage and flowers.

- LITTLE LADY® Bicolor
- LITTLE LADY® Pink
- LITTLE LADY® Candy
- LITTLE LADY® Cherry
- LITTLE LADY® Scarlet

pác® PILLAR
Zonal Geranium
The Pillar series of zonal geraniums are truly spectacular for garden centers and landscape specimens. Plants can be grown in identical conditions to other zonal geraniums, but will trellis up to 4-feet! In the landscape, plants will continue vertical growth when trellised, or grow out horizontally as a groundcover.

- PILLAR Flame
- PILLAR Pink
- PILLAR Salmon
- PILLAR Scarlet
- PILLAR Violet

pac® FIRST YELLOW®
Zonal Geranium | Unique
An amazing breakthrough in plant breeding – the world's first truly yellow geranium. First Yellow Improved is now stronger and more vigorous with brighter yellow blooms than ever before. A unique novelty for consumers.

- FIRST YELLOW® Improved
**pac® TWOinONE®**  
Interspecific Geranium | Zonal Type  
These new interspecific geraniums have the rugged durability for landscaping. The spreading habit makes them an excellent groundcover and the zonal blood makes them easy to care for in all-weather conditions. The plants have a very well branched habit that produces loads of flowers throughout the season. An excellent selection for hanging basket production.

- TWOinONE® Pink  
- TWOinONE® Red  
- TWOinONE® Scarlet

**pac® ANGELS PERFUME**  
Interspecific Geranium | Scented Type  
Stunning new geranium variety delivers the best of both worlds: a gorgeous show of beauteous burgundy blooms and a lavish commotion of ruffled, lemon-scented, cool-green foliage. **A limited release for 2016.**

- ANGELS PERFUME

**pac® FANCY LEAF GERANIUMS**  
Zonal Geranium  
Grown for their colorful foliage, these geraniums are part of the zonal group and bear flowers in similar colors. The leaves may have combinations of green, white, yellow, coral, burgundy, and bronze and are often splotched, banded, or edged in contrasting colors.

- VANCOUVER CENTENNIAL  
- MRS. POLLOCK  
- OCCOLD SHIELD

Produced in PAC Private Stock, Kenya  
Produced at Vivero Internacional, Mexico
pac® DANDY
Ivy Geranium | Double Flowered

The Dandy series of ivy geraniums offers growers a fuller plant as it cascades from baskets, window boxes and mixed containers. The plants offer large full umbels with fully double flowers and bright clean colors. The strong foliage has very good edema resistance and will stay looking fresh for the consumer throughout the season. This is the premium series for any ivy program.

- DANDY Compact Black Mex
- DANDY Standard Amethyst
- DANDY Standard Apricot
- DANDY Standard Brilliant Red
- DANDY Standard Deep Red
- DANDY Standard Deep Red Mex
- DANDY Standard Merlot
- DANDY Standard Merlot Mex
- DANDY Standard Neon Pink Improved
- DANDY Standard Pink Rose
- DANDY Standard Orange
- DANDY Standard Purple
- DANDY Standard Soft Rose
- DANDY Standard Velvet Red Improved
- DANDY Standard Violet Mex
- DANDY Standard Violet
- DANDY Standard White Pearl
- DANDY XL Burgundy

MEXIKANERIN
**pac® SHIVA**
*Ivy Geranium | Single Flowered*

Shiva ivy geraniums pair well with the Dandy series in culture, timing and plant habit, but give a single flowering alternative. The self cleaning flowers make Shiva the ideal choice for gardens and low-maintenance landscape beds. In mild climates, the plants will perennialize, cascading over walls or carpeting large landscape beds.

- SHIVA Amethyst Improved
- SHIVA Dark Red
- SHIVA Magenta
- SHIVA Mex
- SHIVA Orange
- SHIVA Purple
- SHIVA Red
- SHIVA White

**pac® VILLE®**
*Ivy Geranium | Classic Flowered*

The vigorous cascading habit of the Ville varieties is unbeatable for that waterfall of color in window boxes and baskets. The plants have self-cleaning single flowers in a variety of colors. All selections have excellent heat tolerance and have become mainstay varieties in landscape plantings.

- VILLE de DRESDEN
- VILLE de PARIS Bicolor
- VILLE de PARIS Dark Pink
- VILLE de PARIS Lilac
- VILLE de PARIS Pink
- VILLE de PARIS Red

**pac® EVKA**
*Ivy Geranium | Specialty*

Masses of tiny, brightly bicolored leaves of bright white and green contrast beautifully with the spectacular scarlet blooms of Evka. The cascading stems of this trailing Ivy leaf geranium are perfect for a dramatic display in hanging baskets and window boxes.

- COMPACT EVKA

---

Produced in PAC Private Stock, Kenya
Produced at Vivero Internacional, Mexico
pac® CANDY FLOWERS®
Regal Geranium | Interspecific
Candy Flowers bloom early and keep blooming throughout the summer – a perfect complement to your existing spring plants program. The floriferous plants come in very impressive colors and the medium habit make Candy Flowers a real standout in the store and for gardeners. Easier to produce than regal type geraniums, Candy Flowers will tolerate more heat once established and will initiate flowers up to 50°F. The versatile line is well suited to all containers from quarts to 10-inch patio planters.

- CANDY FLOWERS® Bicolor
- CANDY FLOWERS® Bright Red
- CANDY FLOWERS® Dark Red
- CANDY FLOWERS® Peach Cloud
- CANDY FLOWERS® Pink with Eye
- CANDY FLOWERS® Violet
- CANDY FLOWERS® White

pac® ARISTO®
Regal Geranium | Classic
This series of regal geraniums has been selected for their ease of rooting and the uniformity of blooms across the colors. The plant habit allows this series to be utilized in pot sizes from quarts to 8-inch. Although cooling enhances the quality and uniformity of flowering, it is not necessary and a high quality crop can be finished in a naturally cool greenhouse. Most Aristo varieties will continue to flower throughout the summer for consumers.

- ARISTO® Black Beauty
- ARISTO® Black
- ARISTO® Burgundy
- ARISTO® Candy
- ARISTO® Darling
- ARISTO® Lilac
- ARISTO® Orchid
- ARISTO® Pink
- ARISTO® Purple Stripes
- ARISTO® Red Beauty
- ARISTO® Red
- ARISTO® Salmon Improved
- ARISTO® Snow
- ARISTO® Strawberry Cream
- ARISTO® Velvet Red
- ARISTO® White with Eye
**pac® BERMUDA®**

Regal Geranium | Interspecific

Completely new, completely different! The new Bermuda series of hybrid pelargonium gives a whole new look and durability to the class. A spin off the classic regal, these varieties have intense flower power with bright white centers giving a very distinctive look. The plants have great staying power in the garden since they’re not sensitive to heat and will continue giving an unstoppable show of color from spring through autumn.

- BERMUDA® Cherry
- BERMUDA® Dark Red
- BERMUDA® Pink
- BERMUDA® Soft Pink

**pac® ANGEL EYES®**

Crisp Geranium | Viola Flowering

The Angel Eyes series brings a unique flower form unlike any other in the class. The blooms have a rich, velvety appearance like a regal, but are borne in a single, viola-like form. The energy efficient crop can be grown cool in the spring, and will continue to bloom for the consumer throughout the summer. Plants look best in small container sizes like 306-packs and 4-inch, but can be done in larger pots and patio containers.

- ANGEL EYES® Bicolor Improved
- ANGEL EYES® Blueberry
- ANGEL EYES® Burgundy Red
- ANGEL EYES® Burgundy
- ANGEL EYES® Orange
- ANGEL EYES® Picotee
pac® ANGELOS® Upright
Angelonia hybrid
Angelos varieties are prized as the finest angelonia on the market. These vertical accent plants have massive blooms on well-branched, upright plant habits. The extra large blooms are densely packed on the flower spikes and thrive in the harshest summer conditions. Use Angelos angelonia as the highlight in your summer combination container gardens or massed in landscape plantings.

- ANGELOS® Bicolor
- ANGELOS® Blue
- ANGELOS® Lavender Pink
- ANGELOS® White

pac® ANGELOS® Trailing
Angelonia hybrid
Extreme heat and humidity are no match for Angelos varieties, and that makes these trailing varieties outstanding components for summer hanging baskets. Used solo, or in a mix to complement other flowering varieties, these plants will stay continuously in flower from spring through autumn for gardeners everywhere. Additionally, Angelos Trailing varieties make great plants for landscapers as they spread and fill beds fast with unending summer color.

- ANGELOS® Trailing Blue
- ANGELOS® Trailing Pink
- ANGELOS® Trailing White
- ANGELOS® Trailing Mix

pac® DAY-ZEE®
Argyranthemum hybrid
The new DAY-ZEE series of argyranthemum provides growers with a uniform series with excellent branching, well-rounded habits and loads of color.

- DAY-ZEE® Double Red
- DAY-ZEE® Double Vanilla
- DAY-ZEE® Double White
- DAY-ZEE® Red
- DAY-ZEE® Vanilla
- DAY-ZEE® White
This new lineup of premium pot carnations features well-branched, early to flower plants with bold, intense colors. The blooms offer a wonderful fragrance for consumers both indoors or out. These varieties are as simple for the grower as they are the consumer and are suitable for spring and autumn production.

- DINAMIC® Dark Red
- DINAMIC® Pink
- DINAMIC® Red
- DINAMIC® Violet
- DINAMIC® White
- DINAMIC® Apricot
- DINAMIC® Pink to White
- DINAMIC® Purple & White
- DINAMIC® Red & White

An excellent series for both sun and shade. This line is perfect for the premium container market, boasting loads of blooms at retail on plants that fill out the pot to perfection. A very uniform, grower friendly series, with a wide variety of colors available. Impacios can be produced a few degrees cooler than traditional New Guinea Impatiens.

- IMPACIO® Appleblossom
- IMPACIO® Lavender Pink
- IMPACIO® Lilac
- IMPACIO® Magenta Star
- IMPACIO® Melon Star
- IMPACIO® Neon Flash
- IMPACIO® Orange Star
- IMPACIO® Orange
- IMPACIO® Peach Star
- IMPACIO® Pearl
- IMPACIO® Purple Star
- IMPACIO® Purple
- IMPACIO® Red
- IMPACIO® Salmon
- IMPACIO® Scarlet
- IMPACIO® Soft Pink
- IMPACIO® Soft Salmon
- IMPACIO® White
LAURENTIA BLUE

Isotoma hybrid
This extremely floriferous variety thrives in a variety of climates. Well-branched and vigorous, the plant is as easy for the grower as it is the consumer for month after month of brilliant blue color.

PRETTYTOONIA®

Petunia hybrid
Bright and happy colors with loads of medium sized blooms that stand up well to summer weather. Plants have a semi- to full trailing habit making them ideal for baskets or in the garden.

VERA

Verbena hybrid
A long, intense flowering period and excellent habits make these varieties extremely reliable for the grower and gardener, alike. Outstanding mildew tolerance allows for landscape plantings as well as baskets and containers.
In addition to our own p.a.c. breeding, our private stock farms hold a variety of other bedding plants from other breeding companies that are available as unrooted cuttings to the North American market.

**Ageratum**
- ARIELLA® Blue

**Alternanthera**
- DARK GREEN
- GREEN YELLOW
- RED

**Argyranthemum**
- BEAUTY YELLOW
- DANA
- HONEYBEES® Double Pink
- HONEYBEES® Espresso Macchiato
- HONEYBEES® Rosalien Hot Red Improved
- HONEYBEES® Light Pink Dark Eye

**Asteriscus**
- GOLD DOLLAR

**Bacopa**
- EPIC™ Blue
- EPIC™ Pink
- EPIC™ White
- EPIC™ Mix
- TAIFUN Mega White

**Bidens**
- SUNBIRD™ Happy Sunshine

**Bracteantha**
- COTTAGE™ Bronze
- COTTAGE™ Rose
- COTTAGE™ White
- COTTAGE™ Yellow

**Calibrachoa**
- CALIPLOSION™ Purple
- CELEBRATION® Banana
- CELEBRATION® Indigo
Calibrachoa continued...

- CELEBRATION® Lemon Ice
- CELEBRATION® Mozart
- CELEBRATION® Neon Rose
- CELEBRATION® Peach Cobbler
- CELEBRATION® Purple Rain
- CELEBRATION® Red
- CELEBRATION® Sky Blue
- CELEBRATION® Strawberry
- CELEBRATION® Sun
- CELEBRATION® Trailing Illusion
- CELEBRATION® Velvet Blue
- CELEBRATION® White Improved
- DREAM KISSES® Magnolia Improved
- DREAM KISSES® Orange Sunset

Calibrachoa Mixes

- CELEBRATION® Karneval
- CELEBRATION® Orient
- CELEBRATION® Sansibar
- CELEBRATION® Spring

Calocephalus

- SILVER DOLLAR

Cuphea hyssopifolia

- MEXICAN HEATHER

Diascia

- ELFJES® Daantje
- ELFJES® Jiggel Light Pink
- ELFJES® Jochie Carmine
- ELFJES® Rose XXL
- ELFJES® Salmon XXL

Fuchsia

- ALISON PATRICIA
- ANNABEL
- BEACON PINK
- BEACON RED BLUE
- BLUE EYES
Fuchsia continued...

PRIVATE STOCK KENYA
GERMAN PEARL
DOLLAR PRINCESS
EDEN ROCK
EL CAMINO
ERNIE
GENERAL MONK Red Blue
GENERAL MONK Red White
GEORGE BARTLETT
INSOLINDE
JOLLIES® Cahors
JOLLIES® Force Calais
JOLLIES® Force Dijon
JOLLIES® Force Tarbes
JOLLIES® Lyon
JOLLIES® Mentori
JOLLIES® Nantes
KORALIE
LA CAMPANELLA
MARINKA
MINIROOS
NICE’N EASY
PAULA JANE
PINK BALLET GIRL
RINGWOOD MARKET
SIR MATT BUSBY
SWINGTIME
WHITE EYES
WINSTON CHURCHILL

Helichrysum
SILVER
SILVERSTAR

Lobelia
HOT® Bavaria
HOT® Blue
HOT® Igloo
HOT® Tiger
HOT® Waterblue
HOT® White
Lobelia continued...

- STAR Blue
- STAR Deep Blue
- STAR Purple
- STAR White

Lobularia

- SWEETNESS™ Softice

Petunia

- CRAZYTUNIA® Bitter Lemon
- CRAZYTUNIA® Black Mamba
- CRAZYTUNIA® Blue Night
- CRAZYTUNIA® Cherry Cheesecake
- CRAZYTUNIA® Citrus Twist
- CRAZYTUNIA® Cloud No. 9
- CRAZYTUNIA® Kermit Purple
- CRAZYTUNIA® Knight Rider Improved
- CRAZYTUNIA® Mahogany Queen
- CRAZYTUNIA® Red Blues
- CRAZYTUNIA® Pink Frills
- CRAZYTUNIA® Pulse
- CRAZYTUNIA® Razzmatazz
- CRAZYTUNIA® Sparky
- CRAZYTUNIA® Star Jubilee
- CRAZYTUNIA® Starlight Blue
- CRAZYTUNIA® Stonewashed
- CRAZYTUNIA® Swiss Dancer
- CRAZYTUNIA® Terracotta
- CRAZYTUNIA® Twilight Blue
- CRAZYTUNIA® Twilight Lime
- CRAZYTUNIA® Twilight Red
- HILLS™ Bells
- HILLS™ Glow
- PERFECTUNIA® Blue
- PERFECTUNIA® Magma Red
- PERFECTUNIA® Malaga
- PERFECTUNIA® Neon Pink
Petunia continued...

- **PERFECTUNIA® Orange**
- **PERFECTUNIA® Orange Morn**
- **PERFECTUNIA® Peachy Keen**
- **PERFECTUNIA® Pink Morn**
- **PERFECTUNIA® Purple**
- **PERFECTUNIA® White**
- **PERFECTUNIA® Yellow Improved**

Plectranthus

- **VARIEGATUM**

Sanvitalia

- **TEQUILA 'Wesatequi'**

Scaevola

- **SCALORA™ Amethyst**
- **SCALORA™ Fancy**
- **SCALORA™ Jewel**
- **SCALORA™ Suntastic**
- **SCALORA™ Topaz Pink**
- **TOPPOT™ Blue**
- **TOPPOT™ White**

Thunbergia

- **SUNNY Susy New Orange**
- **SUNNY Susy Red Orange**
- **YELLOW**

Verbena

- **ESTRELLA Dark Purple**
- **ESTRELLA Merlot**
- **ESTRELLA Peach**
- **ESTRELLA UP Blueberry**
- **ESTRELLA UP Pink Ballet**
- **ESTRELLA Voodoo Red**
- **ESTRELLA White Improved**
- **HURRICANE™ Hot Pink**
- **VOODOO Lavender Star**
- **VOODOO Red Star**
- **VOODOO TR Pink Star**
Cuttings may be ordered through your preferred broker.